Trusted Security Solutions™ for Healthcare
Avigilon designs, develops, and manufactures video analytics, network video management software and
hardware, surveillance cameras, and access control solutions.

How We Can Help Protect Hospitals
Our complete security solutions can help with operational efficiency and keep your patients safe, while ensuring you are
compliant with most healthcare standards.
Superior Protection — Avigilon self-learning video analytics provides 24/7 effective monitoring while enabling your team to
respond proactively to suspicious activity that requires immediate attention.
Powerful Search — Avigilon Control Center (ACC) video management software with Avigilon Appearance Search™ technology sorts
through hours of footage with ease to quickly locate a specific person or vehicle of interest across an entire site. It’s designed for
fast and accurate playback to speed up response times to accidents, hospital theft and patient elopement.
System Interoperability — Enhancements in the ACC™ software allow the system to use Access Control Manager (ACM) generated
door events to create rule-based actions and notifications for quick onsite responses.
Efficient Bandwidth Management — HDSM SmartCodec™ technology works with our High Definition Stream Management (HDSM)™
technology to significantly reduce bandwidth and storage needs, while lowering your network load.
High ROI — Avigilon video solutions are built on an open platform and are ONVIF® compliant for easy integration with third party
hardware devices, while our ACM system integrates with open-field hardware to preserve your existing system investment for
immediate savings.

Why Avigilon?
Designed and manufactured in North America with a
commitment to quality.

Complimentary software training through online and
instructor-led courses.

Built for HD to scale as your budget and resources allow.

24/7 technical support by phone or online chat.

Avigilon Solutions for Healthcare
Avigilon surveillance cameras are equipped with Wide
Dynamic Range, optional Adaptive IR and LightCatcher™
technology for clear image detail in areas with dim lighting.
Available in resolutions from 1 MP to 30 MP (7K).
•

HD Multi-sensor camera line provides flexible
scene coverage with one license and wire pull
to save on installation time and cost.

•

HD Pro camera line offers vast coverage of
parking lots in great detail even from the top
of your building.

Avigilon analog video encoders are a cost-effective way to
easily migrate your legacy analog system to a network-based
IP-system for true cost savings.
ACC Edge Solution Analytics Appliance allows you to cost
effectively add our self-learning video analytics to your existing
nonanalytic IP cameras, protecting your current investments.
Avigilon Access Control Manager (ACM) system is a rolebased access control (RBAC) solution that contains identity
information such as departments, locations and titles, keeping
critical data safe.

For more information, email asksales@avigilon.com.
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